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Mental Wealth is aMental Wealth is a
combination of mentalcombination of mental
health balanced with:health balanced with:  

A proactive support team,A proactive support team,
Wellbeing,Wellbeing,  

Fitness & Health,Fitness & Health,  
Nutrition & FunNutrition & Fun

  
  

Isolation kills creativityIsolation kills creativity
and prevents decisionand prevents decision
making, which has amaking, which has a
direct effect on yourdirect effect on your

mental wealth.mental wealth.

So many of usSo many of us
forget or neglectforget or neglect

to look afterto look after
ourselves and thisourselves and this

makes usmakes us  
less wealthy.less wealthy.
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Focussing on looking after your mental and physical demands, with the support of others,
will improve your psychological state and have a positive impact on your mental health.
Working individually can lead to introspection, procrastination and faffing about increasing
the risk of failure to deliver.

Mental wealth comes from theMental wealth comes from the
pursuit of your true potentialpursuit of your true potential
and positive wellbeing with aand positive wellbeing with a

committed support network thecommitted support network the
Mental Wealth Team.Mental Wealth Team.  

  

To be fit for
purpose, you need

the support of
others; you cannot
do it on your own.

Taking shortc
uts can lead to

expensive mistakes and self-c
reated

problems which with hindsight

could have been avoided.
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Building a team around you to help deal with
isolation. We are social animals and need
support and input from others; separation can
cause stress, heartache, and loneliness. 
We're all on an ever-fluctuating mental health
spectrum. Successes, failures, problems and
issues can change where you sit on the
spectrum at any one time.

The standard definition of wealth is "a plentiful supply of a particular desirable thing".The standard definition of wealth is "a plentiful supply of a particular desirable thing".

You are wealthy, or lacking in wealth, at different times in your life. The goal of mental
wealth is “the simple life” - to be doing what you love and to love what you do, surrounded
by the people you love, who love you.

The mental wealth team has four key
components and each one varies in
importance and number depending on the
individual: 

• Self-care that nurtures your soul, your
wellbeing and spiritual needs: your fitness
instructor, nutritionist, travel consultant
or even your party planner 
• The right coach for the path ahead:
unlocking greater potential than you can
achieve on your own 
• Your team of professionals: wealth
manager, legal eagle, accountant 
• The mastermind group: peer support,
empowering others to hold you
accountable in a mutually supportive
ecosystem
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It’s time to ask better questions of yourself and of those around you, with positive mental
wealth life becomes so much more fun and enjoyable in everything that you do.

Mike Pagan is a superior executive coach with more than 25 years of combined corporate
business management, coaching and consulting experience.

His approach is not standard – he can be blunt, direct, very honest and open where
necessary. 
All interactions are tailored and will reflect what is appropriate and needed at that time. 
He is an expert in helping clients achieve positive mental wealth through strong
support networks, unlocking significant performance improvements. 
His expertise includes working with entrepreneurial small businesses, 'C' grade
personnel and boards, within Europe and further afield.

 

www.mikepagan.com

The Mental Wealth of Your Business – isolation kills creativity and prevents decision
making. 
Never Ever Be BEIGE! Being memorable for all the right reasons.
Stop FAFFing About - Get on with it, we all have 86400 seconds in a day, how will you
use yours? 
Just Jump In – Business is an endurance sport, be dedicated to see it through. 
Crossing the Line – Finding your mojo in Life After Sport. 
Laces tied - Self-sabotage prevents peak performance every step of the way.
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What makes Mike different as a coach, non-executive or collaborator:What makes Mike different as a coach, non-executive or collaborator:

As a conference speaker and host Mike’s speeches include:As a conference speaker and host Mike’s speeches include:



Contact Wendy at –
admin@makingconversationscount.com

Don’t forget to visit the website for more 
useful resources 

www.makingconversationscount.com

If you liked this resource, 
please let us know! 


